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Welcome to your Study Guide.  This document is supplementary to the 

information available to you online, and should be used in conjunction with the 

videos, quizzes and exercises.  

After your subscription to the course has finished online, you will still have the Study Guide to 

help you prepare for the SOA exam - if you’ve not taken the exam by the time your subscription 

expires. 

Each Module of your course has its own study guide, including a review of the Module 

information, exercise answers and any additional diagrams or material mentioned.  By the end 

of the course, you’ll have 10 chapters that build up into the full guide.  

This Chapter contains the Study Guide information for Module 3 – Service Catalogue 

Management. 

Use this Study Guide in conjunction with your own notes that you make as you progress 

through the course.  You may prefer to print it out, or use it on-screen.  

After each Lesson, you can consolidate what you have learnt whilst watching the videos and 

taking the quizzes by reading through the chapter of the Study Guide.  If you progress on to do 

the SOA exam, your Study Guide will provide you with vital revision information. 

Remember, your Study Guide is yours to keep, even after your subscription to the SOA Course 

has finished. 

 

 
ITIL® is a registered trade mark of AXELOS Limited. 
The Swirl logo™ is a trade mark of AXELOS Limited. 
 
Text in "italics and quotation marks" is drawn from the ITIL core volumes 
  
Quoted ITIL text is from Service Strategy, Service Design, Service Transition, Service Operation 
and Continual Service Improvement 
 
© Copyright AXELOS Ltd 2011.   All rights reserved.  Material is reproduced under license from 
AXELOS Ltd  
 
© IT Training Zone Ltd. 2014 unless otherwise stated. All rights reserved 
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Watch out for these icons as you use your Study Guide.  Each icon highlights an important 
piece of information. 

 

 

 

Tip – this will remind you of something you need to take note of, or give 

you some exam guidance. 

 

 

Definition – key concept or term that you need to understand and 

remember. 

 

 

Role – a job title or responsibility associated with a process or function. 

 

 

Exercise Solution – suggested solution to one of the exercises you will 

complete throughout the course. 

 

 

Purpose or Objective – for a particular process or core volume. 

 

  

Study Guide Icons 
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This Module looked at the Service Catalogue Management process in depth. 

We studied:   

 Purpose, objectives, scope and value 

 The relationship between the Service Catalogue and the Service Portfolio 

 Policies, principles and basic concepts 

 The Service Catalogue Management process owner role 

 Triggers, inputs and outputs  
 Information Management 
 Key Performance Indicators 
 Challenges, Critical Success Factors and risks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Module Contents 
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The Service Catalogue is a vital tool that allows a service provider to 

communicate with its customers. 

The Catalogue shows what services are available, and can provide high level information about 

the levels of service associated with them. 

A service provider might have the best offerings in the world, but they are valueless if 

customers don’t actually know about them.  

 

 

Service Catalogue 

“a database or structured document with information about all live IT 
services, including those available for deployment.  The Service Catalogue is 
the only part of the service portfolio published to customers, and is used to 
support the sale and delivery of IT services.  The Service Catalogue contains 
information about deliverables, pricing, contact points, ordering and request 
processes” 

 

Purpose and Objectives 

 

 

 

Purpose 

“The purpose of Service Catalogue Management is to provide a single 

source of consistent information on all of the agreed services, and ensure 

that it is widely available to those who are approved to access it.” 

Having a Service Catalogue is vital for giving clear, consistent information 

to customers – and allowing them to request your services when they 

want to.   

 

Producing a Service Catalogue is not a one off exercise.  Once we have set up our catalogue, we 

need to make sure it stays up to date – or customers will quickly stop using it. This is why we 

need the management process, as well as the catalogue itself. 

Service Catalogue Management Process Overview 
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Objectives 

“The objective of Service Catalogue Management is to manage the 

information contained within the Service Catalogue, and to ensure that it 

is accurate and reflects the current details, status, interfaces and 

dependencies of all services that are being run, or being prepared to run, 

in the live environment.” 

 

Remember, we need to consider the Service Catalogue as a single source of information on live 

services that needs to be produced and then maintained.  It acts as an input to many other 

processes and activities in the SOA area. 

Process Scope 

The Service Catalogue Management process scope is to provide and maintain accurate 

information on all services that are being transitioned or have been transitioned to the live 

environment. 

There are a number of key activities that fall explicitly within the scope of Service Catalogue 

Management: 

 The definition of ‘services’ that will be contained in the catalogue 

 Production and maintenance of an accurate Service Catalogue  

 Definition and documentation of interfaces, dependencies and consistency between 

the Service Catalogue and Service Portfolio  

 Ensuring the identification and documentation of interfaces and dependencies 

between all services and supporting services within the Service Catalogue and the 

Configuration Management System 

 Ensuring the identification and documentation of interfaces and dependencies 

between all services, and supporting components and Configuration Items  within the 

Service Catalogue and the Configuration Management System 
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Process Value 

The process provides a central source of information on the IT services delivered by the service 

provider organization, ensuring that all areas of the business can view an accurate, consistent 

picture of the IT services, their details and their status.  

This is also a customer-facing view of the IT services in use, how they are intended to be used, 

the business processes they enable, and the levels and quality of service the customer can 

expect for each service.  

The value to the business is in understanding what services are available to support business 

processes – and being able to access accurate information quickly and easily. 

Exercise – Service Catalogue Management  

This Lesson included an Exercise to look at improving the Seylon Ordnax Service Catalogue 

Management process.  If you didn’t have time to complete the exercise during the Lesson, why 

not attempt it now? 

Exercise 

Seylon Ordnax has a basic spreadsheet Service Catalogue that is out of date.  You’ve been asked 

to help the current Service Level Manager improve the Service Catalogue and associated 

process. 

What will you need to do to re-establish the process?  Think about your initial activities such as 

validating the data in the current Service Catalogue. 

Then, once the process is in place, what will the ongoing activities be?  For example, consider 

any regular reporting you will put in place. 
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Exercise Solution  

To re-establish the Service Catalogue Management process in Seylon Ordnax, 
there are a number of activities that need to take place, including: 

 Evaluate any existing documents – is the current Service Catalogue worth 
keeping?  Are there any process documents? 

 Document a new high level process, including roles and responsibilities 
 Agree where the Service Catalogue will be stored (database, document, 

intranet etc.) 
 Begin an awareness campaign for internal customers and also IT staff 
 Create a definition of ‘service’ 
 Work with other processes such as Service Level Management and 

Service Catalogue Management 

 

On an ongoing basis, the Service Catalogue Management process owner and 
his/her team will need to: 

 Keep the Service Catalogue up to date – removing and adding services 
 Validate the data regularly – is the Service Catalogue complete? 
 Carry out ongoing training and awareness 
 Work with processes like Demand Management to understand the use of 

services in the Service Catalogue 
 Manage any staff and budget within the process area 
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Process Activities 

The main Service Catalogue Management process activities include: 

 “Agreeing and documenting a service definition – what exactly does ‘service’ mean? 

 Interfacing with Service Portfolio Management to agree the contents of the Portfolio and 

the Catalogue 

 Producing and maintaining the Service Catalogue and its contents 

 Interfacing with the business and IT Service Continuity management to agree service 

criticality – recorded in the Business Service Catalogue 

 Interfacing with support teams, suppliers and Configuration Management to understand 

the dependencies that will be recorded in the Technical Service Catalogue, 

 Interfacing with Business Relationship Management and Service Level Management to 

maintain business alignment” 
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You might remember from your Foundation course that the Service Design phase of the service 

lifecycle has 5 major aspects: 

1. Service solutions 

2. Management information systems and tools 

3. Technology and management architectures 

4. Processes 

5. Measurement methods and metrics 

We studied the second design aspect – the design of management information systems and 

tools, especially the Service Portfolio.   

 

 

A management system is: 

“The framework of policy, processes, functions, standards, guidelines and 
tools that ensures an organization, or part of an organization, can achieve its 
objectives” 

 

An example of a management system is the Information Security Management System or even 

the Service Management system as a whole. 

 

A Management Information System is: 

“A set of tools, data and information that is used to support a process or 
function”. 

An example of a management information system is the Supplier and Contract Management 

Information System. 

The use of appropriate management systems and tools to support and automate efficient 

processes is the most effective way of managing all aspects of services through their lifecycle. 

The Service Catalogue and the Service Portfolio  
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Of all the management systems, the Service Portfolio – which contains the Service Catalogue - is 

the most critical one used to support processes. If this aspect is not completed correctly, the 

Service Portfolio and Service Catalogue Management processes will not be effective. 

The Service Portfolio describes the provider’s services in terms of business value, and 

articulates business needs and the provider’s response to those needs.  

The Service Portfolio should form part of a comprehensive Service Knowledge Management 

System, and should be registered as a document in the Configuration Management System. 

 

 

Hint 

You will only need a basic understanding of the Configuration 

Management System and the Service Knowledge Management 

System for your SOA studies.  Both areas should have been studied 

during your Foundation course, so if you feel you need to refresh your 

knowledge you may wish to consult your Foundation material. 

 

After a strategic decision to charter a service is made, Service Design begins architecting the 

service. This service will eventually become part of the Service Catalogue. 

The Service Portfolio should contain information relating to every service and its current status 

within the organization.  
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Service Design Fig. 2.6 The service portfolio and its contents 

© Copyright AXELOS Ltd 2011. All rights reserved. Material is reproduced under license from AXELOS Ltd 

 

The diagram above illustrates the components of the Service Portfolio and shows the suggested 

lifecycle of a service.  The recommended options for statuses within the Service Portfolio from 

inception to end of life are: 

 “Requirements  A set of outline requirements have been received from the business or IT for 

a new or changed service 

 Definition  The set of requirements for the new service are being assessed, defined and 

documented and the SLR is being produced 

 Analysis  The set of requirements for the new service are being analysed and prioritized 

 Approved  The set of requirements for the new service have been finalized and authorized 

Service status

Requirements

Definition

Analysis

Approved

Chartered

Design

Development

Build

Test

Release

Operational/live

Retiring

Retired

Service knowledge management system

Service portfolio

Service
pipeline

Service
catalogue

Retired services

Customer/support team
viewable section of the
service portfolio (the
service catalogue, with
selected fields viewable)

Service
lifecycle
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 Chartered  The new service requirements are being communicated and resources and 

budgets allocated 

 Design  The new service and its constituent components are being designed – and procured, 

if required 

 Development  The service and its constituent components are being developed or harvested, 

if applicable 

 Build  The service and its constituent components are being built 

 Test  The service and its constituent components are being tested 

 Release  The service and its constituent components are being released 

 Operational/live  The service and its constituent components are operational within the live 

environment 

 Retiring  The service is still being delivered in the live environment to legacy customers, but 

will not be sold to or activated for new customers 

 Retired  The service and its constituent components have been retired.” 

Good Practices for the Service Portfolio 

Service Design recommends a number of good practices that should be followed when 
designing and managing the Service Portfolio: 

 Each version of a service should be given a unique identifier. This implies of course that 
one service could be represented several times in the portfolio. For example, there 
might be a portfolio entry for an operational service and another for a proposal to 
enhance the service 

 A particular version of a service should not normally exist in more than one section of 
the portfolio. That is, in the pipeline, the catalogue or retired service 

 Versions of services should progress through the lifecycle in sequence. In other words, 
newer versions should not appear further in the lifecycle than older ones 

 Different versions of a service should not normally exist in the same section of the 
portfolio. An exception might be for two versions of a service to be in the catalogue 
because of a phased roll-out. Any other exceptions should be clearly defined 

 There should be clear rules and criteria for progressing a service to the next stage of the 
lifecycle 

 The service pipeline should include all services with statuses from requirements to 
chartered 

 All operational services must be in the Service Catalogue. But this does not mean that a 
service cannot appear in the catalogue until it is operational.  An organization may 
choose to introduce a service into the catalogue before it becomes operational. For 
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example, a commercial service provider might want its customers to be aware of 
upcoming new services. Service Providers should define clear policies that govern when 
a service should enter the catalogue. Of course a service cannot enter the catalogue 
until it has been chartered 

 The responsibilities for a service at each stage in its lifecycle must be clearly defined 

Access to the Portfolio 

The only part of the Service Portfolio that is accessible to customers and users is the Service 

Catalogue. This will very much influence the decision about when a service should be entered in 

the catalogue – once it appears in the catalogue it will be visible to customers. 

Service Strategy and Service Design staff would need access to all records within the Service 

Portfolio, and so will other important areas such as Change Management.  

Other members of the service provider organization would have access to a permitted sub-set 

of the records within the Service Portfolio.  

The Service Pipeline 

The Service Pipeline element of the Service Portfolio also needs to be carefully designed.  

The pipeline is used as a basis for the definition, analysis, prioritization and approval of all 

requests for new or changed services.  It is used to ensure that new and changed services are 

aligned to business requirements.  Approval comes from the IT Steering Group and Service 

Strategy. 

The pipeline is an input to the activities of the Service Strategy and Service Design stages of the 

Service Lifecycle.  It also provides valuable input to the activities of the Service Transition stage 

of the lifecycle - in determining the services to be released.  

The Service Catalogue Management process must ensure that all of the details within the 

Service Portfolio are accurate and up-to-date – keeping abreast of any new requirements.   

As new or changed services are migrated into the live environment, Service Catalogue 

Management will need to liaise closely with all Service Transition activities. 
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Retired Services 

When we retire a service we do not just stop using it – there is hardware to be 
decommissioned; software to be uninstalled; data to be archived or disposed of.  The 
retirement of a service is planned by Service Design and executed by Service Transition. 

Once retired, a service leaves the Service Catalogue and is no longer available for use by a 

customer. A significant effort would be required to resurrect a retired service which would 

need to be justified by a good business case. 

 

 

Remember 

When designing the Service Portfolio, it’s important to remember that 

a single service can exist in different parts of the portfolio at the same 

time.  

For example, the live release of the service may be moving towards 

retirement, while an updated version is being developed and sits 

within the pipeline. 

Allowing a single service to have multiple statuses means the Service 

Portfolio can support incremental and iterative development.  

 

The Service Portfolio needs very careful design.  The content it needs to hold, and who will have 

access to the content need to be considered. 
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Exercise – Service Portfolio Information 

This Lesson included an Exercise to look at the information held in the Service Portfolio.  If you 

didn’t have time to complete the exercise during the Lesson, why not attempt it now? 

Exercise 

The Service Portfolio needs to contain information on all services.  You’ve been put in charge of 

defining the data that needs to be held for each individual service. 

Produce a list of at least 10 pieces of information that you would need to record for each 

service – for example, the service name. 
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Exercise Solution  

The data recorded for each service could include: 

 “Service name 

 Description 

 Status 

 Criticality 

 Applications used by the service 

 Data and/or data schema 

 Businesses supported, business owners and business users 

 IT owners  

 Service Levels 

 Service Level Agreements and Service Level Requirements  

 Supporting services  

 Supporting resources  

 Dependent services  

 Supporting Operational Level Agreements, contracts and agreements  

 Service costs  

 Service charges (if applicable)  

 Service revenue (if applicable)  

 Service metrics” 

 

 

The Service Portfolio is the main source of information on requirements and services, and 

needs to be very carefully designed to meet the needs of all its users.  Its design needs to be 

considered in the same way as the design of any other IT service - to ensure that it meets all 

defined requirements.  
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You might be surprised by the number of organizations that do not have a clear 

picture of all the services they provide, and who the customers are for each 

service. 

As services grow and become more inter-dependent, many organizations fail to record and 

document the details of each service and its dependencies.   

They will often see negative consequences as a result of this - such as a failed change that 

affects more services than the original impact assessment had suggested. 

In order to establish an accurate picture of all services, the Service Portfolio needs to include a 

Service Catalogue that provides a central, accurate set of information on all services and starts 

to develop a service-focused culture. 

The Service Portfolio should contain all the future requirements for services.   

The Service Catalogue should contain details of all services currently being provided or those 

being prepared for transition to the live environment, including a summary of their 

characteristics.  

In order to maintain the Service Catalogue and Service Portfolio, an organization should 

develop and produce a Policy document. 

The policy should dictate what services should be recorded within the Catalogue and Portfolio, 

what details are recorded and what statuses are recorded for each of the services.  

The policy should also contain details of responsibilities for each section of the overall Service 

Portfolio, and the scope of each of the constituent sections. 

  

Policies, Principles and Basic Concepts 
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Service Definition 

There is one question that causes great difficulty when establishing a Service Catalogue. 

What is a service?  

This question is not as easy to answer as it may first appear, and many organizations have failed 

to come up with a clear definition in an IT context.  If you ask IT, and then ask your customers, 

you will receive two very different answers about what a service actually is! 

When defining services, it may be a good idea to define a hierarchy of services within the 

Service Catalogue.  

This will incorporate customer services and other related services, including supporting 

services, shared services and commodity services, each with defined and agreed service levels. 

The hierarchy will qualify exactly what type of service is recorded, for example a business 

service which is seen by the customer - or a supporting service used by IT. 

Supporting services include infrastructure services, network services and application services.  

These are all invisible to the customer, but essential to the delivery of IT services.  As such, they 

need to be recorded.  

Starting your Service Catalogue  

To begin with, the Service Catalogue may consist of a matrix, table or spreadsheet. 

Many organizations integrate and maintain their Service Portfolio and Service Catalogue as part 

of their Configuration Management System, but this may only happen after the process is 

mature.  

Integration will involve defining each service as a Configuration Item and, where appropriate, 

relating these to form a service hierarchy. This will allow the organization to relate events such 

as incidents and RFCs to the services affected. 
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Exercise – Service Catalogue Contents 

This Lesson included an Exercise to look at the typical contents of a Service Catalogue.  If you 

didn’t have time to complete the exercise during the Lesson, why not attempt it now? 

Exercise 

List the suggested contents of a basic Service Catalogue – for example, Service Name and 

details of the Manager of the Service 

What information would you expect to hold for each service? 

 

 

Exercise Solution  

Suggested contents for a Service Catalogue will include:  

 “Service description 
 Service type 
 Supporting services 
 Business owners 
 Business units 
 Service managers 
 Business impact 
 Business priority 
 Service Level Agreement 
 Service hours 
 Business contacts  
 Escalation contacts 
 Service reports 
 Service reviews 
 Security rating” 
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The benefit of integrating the Configuration Management System, Service Portfolio and Service 

Catalogue is that it provides the basis for service monitoring and reporting using an integrated 

tool.  

For example, you can run a single report to give a list of the number of incidents affecting a 

particular service.  

It is essential that changes within the Service Portfolio and Service Catalogue are subject to the 

Change Management process. If not, the benefits achieved will soon be lost and you will be 

reporting or making decisions against an inaccurate baseline – as has happened in the Case 

Study for this course. 

The Service Catalogue can also be used for other Service Management purposes such as for 

performing a Business Impact Analysis as part of IT Service Continuity Planning.   

The Catalogue allows IT Service Continuity Management to understand the impact of the loss of 

a service, by showing the customers or other services potentially affected. 

Another example of how the Service Catalogue can be used is as a starting place for re-

distributing workloads, as part of Capacity Management.  This involves moving demand away 

from over-used services towards services with more spare capacity. 

It’s important to remember that the cost and effort of producing and maintaining the 

catalogue, with its relationships to the underpinning technology components should be easily 

justified – but it must be used by other areas for benefits to be seen. 
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The 2 Aspects of the Service Catalogue  

The Service Catalogue has two aspects. 

 “The Business/Customer Service Catalogue View contains details of all the IT services 

delivered to the customer, together with relationships to the business units and the 

business process that rely on the IT services. This is the customer view of the Service 

Catalogue 

 The Technical/Supporting Service Catalogue View contains details of all the IT services 

delivered to the customer, together with relationships to the supporting services, shared 

services, components and Configuration Items necessary to support the provision of the 

service to the business. This should underpin the Business Service Catalogue and will not 

form part of the customer view” 

 

There are a number of different catalogue structures possible.  At a minimum it should be 

possible to distinguish between the supporting services and customer facing services.  This 

presents a view to IT and a view for the customer. 

The catalogue needs to show how these services are linked and how they support business 

processes. 

The diagram below represents a service catalogue with 2 views.  The business view includes 

customer facing services, and the technical view shows supporting services. 

Remember, the number of different views a service catalogue needs will depend on the 

number of audiences it has.  A mature organization should have a Service Catalogue that is 

integrated into a Service Portfolio. 
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Service Design fig. 4.4 A 2 view service catalogue 
© Copyright AXELOS Ltd 2011. All rights reserved. Material is reproduced under license from AXELOS Ltd 

 

The diagram below shows a service catalogue with 3 views.  Customer facing services have 

been broken down into wholesale and retail customers, making sure that each customer is only 

presented with the information they need. 

The customer facing view of the service catalogue allows service packages to be created that 

truly align with customer needs.  The link between the customer facing and supporting services 

allows the impact of incidents and changes to be fully understood. 
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Service Design fig. 4.5 A 3 view service catalogue 
© Copyright AXELOS Ltd 2011. All rights reserved. Material is reproduced under license from AXELOS Ltd 

 

In some instances, an organization will only maintain a Business Service Catalogue or a 

Technical Service Catalogue.  

The preferred situation adopted by the more mature organizations maintains both aspects 

within a single Service Catalogue, which is part of a totally integrated service management 

activity and Service Portfolio. 

By using a Business Service Catalogue view, an organization can develop a much more proactive 

or even pre-emptive Service Level Management process, allowing it to develop into the field of 

Business Service Management.  A clear understanding of all of our services, customers and 

dependencies allows, for example, much better understanding of the impact of a service failure 

and its effect on SLA targets. 

The Technical Service Catalogue is extremely helpful when constructing the relationship 

between services, Service Level Agreements, Operational Level Agreements and other 

underpinning agreements and components. 
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It will identify the technology required to support a service, and the support group or groups 

that support the components. The combination of a Business Service Catalogue and a Technical 

Service Catalogue is invaluable for quickly assessing the impact of incidents and changes on the 

business. 

 

 

Remember 

Remember, we are talking about aspects of a single catalogue – not 2 

separate catalogues.  The goal should be for a single, unified store of 

information. 
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Exercise – The Service Catalogue Manager 

This Lesson included an Exercise to look at the skills and experience required by a Service 

Catalogue Manager.  If you didn’t have time to complete the exercise during the Lesson, why 

not attempt it now? 

 

Exercise 

Seylon Ordnax plan to appoint a Service Catalogue Manager who will have both the process 

owner and manager roles. 

What will the manager’s responsibilities be? 

What skills and experience will the manager need to fulfill the role successfully? 

 

 

Exercise Solution  

“The service catalogue management process owner’s responsibilities typically 

include: 

 Carrying out the generic process owner role for the service catalogue 
management process … 

 Working with other process owners to ensure there is an integrated 
approach to the design and implementation of service catalogue 
management, service portfolio management, service level management 
and business relationship management.” 

“The service catalogue management process manager’s responsibilities typically 

include: 

 Carrying out the generic process manager role for the service catalogue 
management process … 

 Coordinating interfaces between service catalogue management and 
other processes, especially service asset and configuration management, 
and release and deployment management 

The Role of the Service Catalogue Manager 
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 Ensuring that all operational services and all services being prepared for 
operational running are recorded within the service catalogue 

 Ensuring that all the information within the service catalogue is accurate 
and up to date 

 Ensuring that appropriate views of the service catalogue are maintained 
and made available to those for whom they are targeted 

 Ensuring that all the information within the service catalogue is consistent 
with the information within the service portfolio 

 Ensuring that the information within the service catalogue is adequately 
protected and backed up.” 

A Service Catalogue Manager will need a number of skills to carry out their role 

successfully, including: 

 Excellent communication skills (written and verbal) 
 Attention to detail 
 ‘Detective’ and problem solving skills to identify services and owners 
 Negotiation skills – for agreeing the service definition 
 Reporting/statistical analysis skills 
 Understanding of services and technology 
 Understanding of the organizational context (industry, legislation etc.) 
 Diplomacy 

Experience that will help the Service Catalogue Manager carry out their role will 

include: 

 Previous ITIL experience (preferably working with or implementing a 
Service Catalogue) 

 Industry experience (e.g. financial, or travel – whatever area the 
organization operates in) 

 Experience of data discovery and organization 
 Experience procuring or creating a Service Catalogue tool 
 Reporting experience 
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Process Inputs 

The Service Catalogue Management process will interface with many other areas – including 

Service Portfolio Management. 

As a result, there are a number of sources of information that need to be tracked and managed, 

to make sure information is provided when required. 

The information sources or inputs to Service Catalogue Management should include business 

information from the organization’s business and IT strategy, plans and financial plans.  There 

should also be information on current and future requirements from the Service Portfolio. 

The results from Business Impact Analysis exercises will also be needed.  These provide 

information on the impact, priority and risk associated with each service or change to service 

requirements.  

Further inputs to the process include business requirements, such as details of any agreed, new 

or changed business requirements from the Service Portfolio.   

The Configuration Management System is an essential source of information, as is feedback 

from other service management processes. 

Process Triggers 

The triggers for the Service Catalogue Management process are changes in business 

requirements and services.  These are usually delivered in the form of Requests for Change - via 

the Change Management process.  

Triggers could include scenarios such as new services, changes to existing services or services 

being retired. 

Process Outputs 

These will include: 

 A documented and agreed definition of ‘service’ 

 Updates to the Service Portfolio – such as the status of all services and requirements for 

services 

Process Management  
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 The details of every live service or every service being transitioned into the live 

environment.  This will include the service interfaces and dependencies 

Information Management  

The key information within the Service Catalogue Management process is contained within the 

Service Catalogue. 

The main input for this information comes from the Service Portfolio and the business via either 

the Business Relationship Management or Service Level Management processes.  

Any incoming information must be verified for accuracy, and sources need to be clearly defined 

and authorized. 

Once in the Service Catalogue, information must be subject to Change Management controls. 
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Key 

Performance 

Indicator  

“A metric used to help manage a process, IT service or 

activity.  Many metrics may be measured, but only the 

most important of these are defined as Key 

Performance Indicators and used to actively manage 

and report on the process, IT service or activity. 

Key Performance Indicators should be selected to ensure 

that efficiency, effectiveness and cost effectiveness are 

all managed” 

 

There are 2 main Key Performance Indicators defined for this process. 

They are: 

 “The number of services recorded and managed within the Service Catalogue as a 

percentage of those being delivered and transitioned in the live environment  

 The number of variances detected between the information contained within the 

Service Catalogue and the real-world situation” 

Service Design does suggest some other measures for Service Catalogue Management, which 

could also include: 

 “Business user’s awareness of services being provided 

 IT staff awareness of technology supporting services” 

 

Our single source of consistent information should lead to both the business and IT being more 

aware of what services are offered and how they link together.  IT staff awareness of 

technology supporting services is important, and is part of effective service management. 

To measure this as a Key Performance Indicator, it could be expressed as the percentage 

increase in completeness of the Technical Service Catalogue against IT components that 

support services.  

Key Performance Indicators  
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Or alternatively, by measuring if the Service Desk has access to information to support all live 

services, measured by the percentage of incidents without the appropriate service-related 

information. 

Having a single source of consistent information should lead to both the business and IT being 

more aware of what services are offered and how they link together. 
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Critical Success Factors 

 

Critical 

Success 

Factor  

 

“Something that must happen if a process, project, plan 

or IT service is to succeed.   Key Performance Indicators 

are used to measure the achievement of each Critical 

Success Factor” 

 

The main Critical Success Factors for Service Catalogue Management are: 

 “An accurate Service Catalogue  

 Business user’s awareness of services being provided 

 IT staff awareness of technology supporting services” 

You can see how closely these map to the process Key Performance Indicators.   If our Service 

Catalogue is out of date or inaccurate, it will be of no use to customers or IT staff. 

Process Challenges 

 All process owners must be aware of, and prepared for, the common challenges they will 

experience. 

The major challenge facing the Service Catalogue Management process is maintaining an 

accurate Service Catalogue as part of a Service Portfolio, and incorporating both the Business 

Service Catalogue and the Technical Service Catalogue aspects.  

To address this challenge, it’s advised that organizations start with stand-alone spreadsheets or 

databases before trying to integrate the Service Catalogue and Service Portfolio within 

Management systems such as the Configuration Management System or Service Knowledge 

Management System. 

For Service Catalogue Management to be successful, the organizational culture also needs to be 

ready to accept a single source of information.  This may require teams to stop keeping their 

own silos of information, and integrate into the central process. 

Challenges, Critical Success Factors and Risks 
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Process Risks 

There are a number of risks to consider – some of which are common to every process. 

Risks that process owners will need to prepare for include: 

 Inaccurate data in the Catalogue, and poor change control 

 Poor acceptance and lack of use of the Catalogue 

 Inaccurate information being received from the business or the Service Portfolio 

 Lack of tools or resources to maintain information. 

 Poor supporting processes such as Change Management 

 Poor access to or no existing Configuration Management System or SKMS  

 Circumvention of the process 

 Information being held at the wrong level – either too much, or not enough detail 

 

When we look at process risks, it’s important to remember that these are things that might 

happen. 

Every process comes with many risks, but we must not let them stop us implementing a 

process, or making a positive contribution to our organization. 
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Exercise – Service Catalogue Management Risks 

This Lesson included an Exercise to look at the risks related to the Service Catalogue 

Management process.  If you didn’t have time to complete the exercise during the Lesson, why 

not attempt it now? 

Exercise 

Three of the main risks to the Service Catalogue Management process are lack of use of the 

catalogue, lack of supporting tools and poor supporting processes – such as Change 

Management. 

How would you mitigate these risks? 

 

 

Exercise Solution  

The first risk is that the Service Catalogue isn’t used.  This can be mitigated 

through good communication – letting everyone know the Service Catalogue is 

there.  Training for IT staff can help, as can making the Service Catalogue 

accessible – possibly via the intranet or a SKMS. 

Good reporting and publishing successes will also be of value. 

Lack of supporting tools is another risk.  Without a tool to help populate and 

organise the catalogue, the process can be manual and error prone.  The Service 

Catalogue Manager will need to make the most of any existing tools such as 

spreadsheets and databases, and put extra controls in place to prevent errors.   

In the background, they need to be collecting requirements for a supporting tool. 

The final risk is poor supporting processes – such as Change Management.  If 

there is a lack of other ITIL processes, the Service Catalogue Manager will need 

to find other sources of information.  Any risks should be identified at the 

departmental level and managed as part of IT’s continual service improvement 

plan. 
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